We compute the O(g 2 ) contribution to the thermodynamic pressure for Wilson fermions in the standard, the twisted mass and clover improved formulation in lattice perturbation theory. Clover and maximally twisted fermions offer O(a)-improvement and thus are qualitatively comparable to standard staggered fermions. We compare the continuum approaches of these discretisations for the case of massive quarks along a line of constant physics. We find that in the interacting case twisted mass fermions scale better than perturbatively clover improved ones. For N t ≥ 8 the scaling behaviour of twisted mass fermions is comparable to that of staggered fermions.
Introduction
The most prominent systematic errors in numerical studies of lattice QCD are due to cut-off effects. For this reason the study of improvement schemes has a long history [1] . The goal of improvement is to devise lattice actions and operators with a favourable continuum approach for specified observables. This requires the identification of the leading powers of the lattice spacing a in the continuum approach of the quantity of interest. One way to achieve this is by means of lattice perturbation theory, but in more refined schemes the coefficients can also be calculated non-perturbatively. The twisted mass fermion formulation represents a special case, being automatically O(a)-improved at maximal twist [2] .
For studies of the QCD equation of state at finite temperatures, improvement is particularly relevant because a large fraction of the thermally distributed field modes lives on the scale ∼ T = 1/aN t , i. e. on the scale of the cut-off. In perturbation theory, the pressure can be expressed as p = p F (m = 0), cf. [3] and references therein. However, these limits are far from the situation for which phenomenologically relevant simulations are performed, namely T < ∼ 4T c and with quark masses still heavier than physical in many cases (cf. [4] for a recent review). The special case of a twisted mass has not been considered by finite temperature perturbative studies up to date. There is only an investigation of the behaviour at vanishing temperature and tree-level [5] .
In this paper, we evaluate the effects of non-zero quark masses and interactions to order O(g 2 ) on the size of cut-off effects in the thermodynamic pressure by means of lattice perturbation theory. It is well known that the leading cut-off effects of interacting staggered fermions to the pressure are of O(a 2 ), whereas massive, interacting Wilson fermions in general will have O(a)-effects. Clover improved Wilson fermions and twisted mass fermions both lead to an O(a)-improvement if the respective parameter is tuned to a suitable value. Here, we explicitly evaluate the next-to-leading order contribution to the pressure for these discretisations, and quantitatively compare their cut-off effects with previous results for staggered fermions [6] . We find that the effect of interactions is crucial for making an optimal choice of improvement scheme. To leading order in the interaction, maximal twist performs much better than clover improvement and for lattices with N t ≥ 8 is competitive with staggered fermions.
We introduce the Wilson discretisation schemes studied here in Sec. 2 and discuss the modifications to the ideal gas limit due to twisted mass in Sec. 3. The next-to-leading order contribution to the pressure for all discretisations is evaluated in Sec. 4. The continuum approach for all cases along a line of constant physics as well as detailed comparisons are given in Sec. 5 before we draw our conclusions in Sec. 6.
Wilson fermion actions
The lattice action for N f degenerate Wilson fermions is given by
In the following we will work with the standard choice for the Wilson parameter, r = 1. The twisted mass formulation is obtained by a chiral rotation in flavour space and requires an even number of pairwise degenerate flavours. For N f = 2, its action takes the form
Here µ denotes the twisted mass parameter and the diagonal Pauli matrix τ 3 acts in flavour space. The bare quark mass in this formulation is
Twisted mass fermions provide an automatic O(a)-improvement over Wilson fermions if the quark mass is solely determined by the twisted mass parameter µ, which is the case at maximal twist, ω = π/2. For a detailed derivation and recent review of twisted mass QCD, see [7] . The free quark propagator for twisted mass fermions is
with the dimensionless lattice momenta p µ = sin(ap µ ) ,p µ = 2 sin(ap µ /2) .
The standard Wilson propagator is recovered in the limit ω → 0. The dispersion relation E(p) is obtained from the poles of the propagator, using E = −ip 4 . In the continuum this is simply E = p 2 + m 2 q with E(0) = m q , and deviations from this relation are lattice artefacts. The lattice dispersion relation is an implicit equation which can be solved numerically. To identify cut-off effects, it is expanded in small lattice spacing for vanishing spatial momentum,
Cut-off effects of O(a) set in with quark mass, and their removal at maximal twist, ω = π/2, is apparent. An improvement scheme proposed by Sheikholeslami and Wohlert that is frequently used in numerical simulations, both at zero and finite temperatures, are clover improved Wilson fermions [8] ,
In this case the propagator remains unaffected and corresponds to that of standard Wilson fermions, but there is an additional term in the quark gluon vertex [9, 10] ,
Thus, clover improvement will only take effect once interactions are switched on. The coefficient c SW can be determined order by order in perturbation theory. For our purposes it is sufficient to use the leading order result, c SW = 1 + O(g 2 ).
The ideal gas limit
The thermodynamic pressure is determined from the logarithm of the partition function as p = (βV ) −1 ln Z. The contribution of N f = 2 free Wilson or twisted mass fermions to the ideal gas is thus obtained from the free fermionic partition function Z F = DψDψ exp(−S F ) as
with the fermionic Matsubara modes ω n = (2n+1)π/(aN t ), and the inverse propagator
We have as usual subtracted the divergent vacuum pressure by way of renormalisation, and the thermodynamic limit has been taken. Cut-off effects for the free gas are obtained by comparison with the continuum Stefan-Boltzmann or ideal gas limit,
For massless fermions, the expression in brackets gets replaced by the number of flavours N f (cf. also [11] ).
We are now ready to discuss the influence of mass on the cut-off effects of free Wilson fermions. There is no effect from the clover term in this case. Similarly, in the chiral limit there is no difference between twisted and untwisted Wilson fermions, cf. Eq. (3). The fermionic contribution to the pressure on the lattice is shown normalised to the continuum contribution in Fig. 1 . The case of the chiral limit has been discussed before [3] and is reproduced on the left for comparison. Even though in the chiral limit the leading cut-off effect is O(a 2 ) in both cases, staggered fermions show a more rapid continuum approach than standard Wilson fermions. Fig. 1 (right) shows how the latter are affected by finite masses. As expected from the dispersion relation, Eq. (6), switching on a mass increases the cut-off effects for Wilson fermions to O(a), having a large quantitative effect. The improvement obtained when going to maximal twist becomes more significant the higher the mass and the finer the lattice. 
Weak coupling expansion to O(g 2 )
The leading O(g 2 ) corrections to the fermionic pressure due to interactions are given by two diagrams,
Twisted mass fermions and ordinary Wilson fermions can be treated simultaneously using the propagator Eq. (4), with identical vertices from the standard Wilson action. We use the expressions as given in [10] with the gauge propagator from the standard Wilson plaquette action. The diagrams then lead to the following integrals for N f = 2
where we have used the abbreviations,
The integral sign is a shorthand notation including the vacuum subtraction,
For clover improved fermions the quark gluon vertex gets an additional term, Eq. (8), leading to an additional contribution
For purposes of comparison with staggered fermions, we use the corresponding result given in the appendix of [6] . All those formulae have been evaluated numerically using integration routines of the Cuba-library [12] . Finally, in order to extract the cut-off effects we also need the O(g 2 )-corrections in the continuum, which have been calculated in [13, 14] . Fig. 2 (left) shows a comparison of the NLO contribution for standard Wilson and staggered fermions in the chiral limit. As in the non-interacting case, staggered fermions approach the continuum limit more rapidly. Comparing the scales of Fig. 2 (left) and Fig. 1 (left) , interactions indeed appear to make this difference more pronounced. Fig. 2 (right) shows the effect of masses in the presence of interactions. As expected, standard Wilson fermions suffer the largest increase of cut-off effects through the introduction of O(a) terms. Clover improvement appears to be of only little help, whereas Wilson fermions with maximal twist show very little deterioration with increasing quark mass.
Continuum limit along lines of constant physics
In order to quantify cut-off effects between different discretisations in the massive and interacting case, we need to take renormalisation into account. Bare quark masses receive corrections and are no longer simply related to the masses of physical excitations. Instead, we need to keep a physical scale fixed in order to get meaningful comparisons between different discretisation schemes. Since the relation between bare quark and zero temperature hadron masses is not known, we resort to fixing a finite temperature screening mass. The validity of our weak coupling expansion is anyway limited to high temperatures, where we can also evaluate the screening masses. Meson screening masses are defined by the exponential decay of correlation functions of mesonic operators O(x) in a spatial direction,
Then the screening mass is obtained from the pole ofC. The solution is only needed for free fermions as the leading corrections to this relation are subleading in p
F . In the continuum, the leading order result is of course (cf. also [15, 16] )
which is easily inverted to give the quark mass as a function of the screening mass. For standard staggered, Wilson, and maximally twisted mass fermions this leads to the corresponding formulae,
From continuum perturbation theory at high temperatures, it is known that meson screening masses approach their ideal gas result from above [17] . For our further calculations, we have thus fixed a value M scr /T = 6.2835, which corresponds to a continuum quark mass of m q /T ≈ 0.0314. The continuum approach of the ideal gas and two-loop pressure is shown in Fig. 3 for the different discretisation schemes. The comparison between the free and the interacting situation shows that considerations based on the ideal gas limit alone may be quite insufficient when trying to determine an optimal improvement scheme for the calculation of the equation of state. For the ideal gas neither clover improvement nor twisted mass helps much in the continuum approach. This changes drastically when interactions are switched on. As before, we observe massive standard Wilson fermions to perform much worse than staggered fermions. However, improvement now clearly shows its effect, with maximally twisted Wilson fermions scaling smoothly and outperforming clover improved fermions. In fact, on lattices N t ≥ 8, as are now frequently used in numerical simulations, maximally twisted Wilson fermions are competitive with staggered fermions. Note that here we only compare actions that are O(a)-improved, which is the case for standard staggered fermions. Improvement in the case of staggered fermions removes O(a 2 ) effects, such that the leading artefacts are of O(a 4 ) in the perturbative limit.
Finally, we remark that a non-vanishing chemical potential will not lead to a change in the O(a)-effects, as the pressure must be an even function of this variable. This has been shown at tree level in [3] and remains true to all orders as a direct consequence of CP-invariance, which forbids any dependence on the sign of the chemical potential. To O(g 2 ) the absence of a linear term may be seen by replacing p 4 → p 4 − iµ and expanding in µ (which here is the chemical potential rather than the twisted mass parameter). The coefficient in front of µ is an odd function of p 4 and thus vanishes because of the momentum integration.
Discussion and conclusions
Let us now discuss the relevance of our results for numerical simulations. In a regime, where perturbation theory is valid, we can consider the relative cut-off error for the pressure,
where p F,cont and p F,lat are each calculated to some specified order in the coupling, in our case O(g 2 ). In the limit of weak couplings the denominator is dominated by the ideal gas limit, and the cut-off effects of the interactions get normalised to that number, rather than to p (n) F,cont . In this case they play a rather unimportant role quantitatively, for all discretisations. In fact, the sign of the leading order corrections is negative, so that the relative cut-off error actually begins to shrink when the coupling is increased from zero. However, one cannot draw any conclusions from this for the behaviour of the pressure near T c . As the coupling grows, Eq. (22) quickly develops a pole beyond which results cannot be extrapolated. For longer series the pole might disappear, but the relative cut-off error as a rational function will be non-monotonic in general.
Hence, all one can say in a perturbative analysis is that the lower the temperature, the higher the relative importance of p (n) F,lat /p (n) F,cont . Therefore Fig. 3 (right) is the central result of our analysis and suggests that for simulations near T c , twisted mass fermions should scale better than clover improved fermions and comparable to standard staggered fermions.
We conclude that interactions play a crucial role when looking for an optimal improvement scheme for lattice QCD simulations at finite temperatures. At O(g 2 ) the advantage of a maximally twisted mass over the standard or clover improved Wilson formulation becomes apparent. Our results suggest to further explore the use of twisted mass fermions for finite temperature simulations [18, 19, 20] .
